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ALDA inaugurates the new LDA in Western
Balkans: LDA Albania in Shkodra.
City of Brindisi (Italy) is the lead partner of the new Agency.
View of Shkodra

In the presence of more than 60 par-

of the Agency lasted several year and
was always supported and promoted
by the Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of the Council of Europe. The Agency will mainly focus on
supporting decentralization as well as
competencies of local authorities, and
support youth and civil society empowerment.
The LDA Albania is already included in
some of our programmes such Youth
in Action. Many activities took place in
Albania in the framework of this initiative.
As stated by Mr. Ferdinand Poni, Deputy Interior Minister who addressed
the participants, still many important
steps have to be made on the way to
European integration, but the steps
made at local level have become essential for getting the citizens closer
to European values, for local development and for better local governance.
Mr. Stefano Marguccio, Consul of Italy,

ticipants, international and local partners, representatives of the Albanian
government, local authorities, civil society organisations, media, ALDA has
opened a new LDA: LDA Albania, based in Shkodra. The partners of the
new LDA - the host city of Shkodra,
city of Brindisi, Region Puglia (Italy),
city of Fraize (France), city of Yverdon
Les Bains (Switzerland), City of Fierze
(Albania), IPRES, the Association of
Municipalities of Albania, witnessed by
Mr. Per Vinther, President of ALDA and
Antonella Valmorbida, Director, signed
the
Memorandum
of understanding on
the establishment of
the Local Democracy
Agency.
The new Agency is
very important to
complete the presence and the work
of the Association
of the Local Democracy Agencies in
South Eastern Europe. The work for
Launching event, 10th of October 2008
the establishment

Shkodra
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expressed his best wishes for the future work of the LDA, since it will play
an important role in capacity building for democracy and participation
at local level. The Mayor of the host
city Shkodra, Mr. Lorenc Luka and Mr.
Massimo Ciullo, the representative of
Lead Partner city Brindisi expressed
their readiness for the full support to
the work of LDA and to close collaboration in developing joint cooperation
programmes. In this respect, training
seminars for youth groups are already being implemented.

The European flag in front of the office symbolises the setting up of a new
ALDA initiative aimed at promoting
EU integration at local level.
With the support of the Council of Europe, and Liechenstein cooperation
support programme, ALDA is now
composed of the network of 12 Local Democracy Agencies - promoting
practical initiatives to consolidate democracy at local level in non-capital
cities of the region.

Inauguration of
the LDA premises

To learn more about ALDA and and the work of Local Democracy Agencies,
please visit the website: www.alda-europe.eu
The Delegate ad interim is an ALDA staff member, M. Gregoire Fanniere, till
the end of January 2009. A selection will take place among the partners for a
further choice.
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LDA Albania, ldaalbania@aldaintranet.org
Prefetura Shkoder, L. Qemal stafa, Rr 13 Diyetori, Shkodra, Albania
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“ALDA still going strong”
Letter from the President
Dear Readers,
A busy autumn season is almost behind us. The new Governing Board has met
twice in Monfalcone and Zaragoza as a new trend to meet in GB members’ home
town. Among other agenda items the GB has set out the budget and action plan
for our Association for the year 2009. Emphasis will of course be on facilitating
and strengthening the activities of the Local Democracy Agencies, including continuing to have a Partnership Support Manager active directly on the ground in
the Balkans. Our projects for the promotion of Active Citizenship will also continue, not only with ALDA members but also with the LDAs and partners in our
host countries.
As I announced in the previous newsletter we have opened a new Local Democracy Agency in Shkodra in Northern Albania. You can read further on in this newsletter about the very well
attended and positive event the opening ceremony turned out to be. LDA Albania has a very strong partnership and I wish the City of Brindisi as lead partner a successful hand in getting the Agency “airborne”.
The LDA Kosovo in Gjilan has unfortunately run into financial difficulties, but we are determined to continue
our presence in Kosovo and will seek together with old and new partners - and donors - to re-launch activities. LDA Kosovo has a longstanding track record in youth activities and I am convinced that we shall find
the will and the way to continue this important work.
Since 2006 an LDA has, as you know, been active in Kutaisi, Georgia. We are taking the first steps in preparing to extend the LDA network in the Southern Caucasus and in November we undertook a first mission to
Azerbaijan and Armenia in order to get an impression of the political and civil society scene. The situations
in the two former soviet republics show many similarities with the situation in the Balkans when the first
LDAs were established there and I am convinced that the LDA experience can be put to good use in these
potentially new host countries. However, a one-day visit is not enough on which to base a decision to open
an LDA and I expect that longer fact-finding missions will have to be undertaken in the first half of 2009. Add
to this the need to find partners to support new LDAs and you have an idea of the timetable we will have to
consider.
Staying with the topic of the LDAs I have to express my appreciation for the constructive partner meetings,
which have taken place this autumn. It is truly impressive what the LDAs manage to achieve with, after all,
limited means. I have subsequently addressed a letter to LDA partners to thank them for their commitment
but also to remind some of them of their obligations as partners.
Positive is also that the Thematic Working Groups are becoming truly active and that the first training sessions on active citizenship are underway. A new project for empowerment of civil society in Belarus has been
approved for funding by the European Commission and we are gearing up to be able to bid as a leader of
consortia for European tenders of interest and relevance for ALDA. Last not least we have established interesting contacts with organisations in Northern Africa and in the Middle East who feel they could benefit from
the experience in democratisation that ALDA has acquired over the years.
Let me conclude by wishing you all a Merry Christmas and a happy, healthy, and prosperous 2009 during
which we shall celebrate the 10th anniversary of ALDA!
Your comments and suggestions related to ALDA activities are as always most welcome and you may send
them to me at per.vinther@aldaintranet.org
Per Vinther
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Action plan for 2009…

Action plan

towards the 10th anniversary celebration!
The

Governing board that took place in Zaragozza, Spain, last 9th and
10th of December, approved the Action Plan for the activities of ALDA in
2009. This annual programme is also
part of a more challenging and visioning exercise that will be proposed
to the members during the General
Assembly of 2009, that will be also
be our 10th anniversary celebration.
Indeed, Per Vinther, the President of
ALDA proposed to approve in May a
new multi annual Position Paper for
ALDA, since the one currently in place agreed in 2006, during meeting in
Zagreb.

Democracy and Citizens’ participation,
we need to have a word to say on these issues. Our answer is in our daily
action to respect values of human rights and to fight for a balanced and
democratic use of the powers, with a
higher participation of civil society and
citizens’ in the decision making process. Democracy means respect of the
others’ views and sharing of burden,
rights and duties. We need to keep
that in mind in our actions. We feel,
the European process is at stake: Enlargement? Models of State and relationship with citizens? Racism and xenophobia? Extremism?
In this case, our Association should be
We feel it is time to assess the results another fundamental actor of exchanand to address the challenges ahead. ge and relationship between different
We are today moving our steps this actors to know the important and neyear in a very difficult social and eco- ver forgotten value of the European
nomical international context. We expectation: peace, respect of human
can feel the effects of a world wide rights, widespread welfare. ALDA is
economic crisis that might affect us also present at the edge of Europe
too. There is a feeling of uncertain- and should bring these values to these
borders either towards the East and
towards the South.
ALDA and the LDAs will focus on:
• Local Democracy Agencies in South
Eastern Europe and in the Caucasus.
• European Active Citizenship with
its members in Europe and with the
LDAs
• Develop pilot activities in other regions in Eastern Europe
• To develop projects in other geographical areas, on project basis, on
active citizenship and citizens’ participation
• To strengthen the organization
ty, fear of the future and loss of hope
in our values and democracy. Globalisation seems to coincide with total
deregulation and control. Where are
ALDA and the LDAs in this context?
Pretending to be a European organization dealing with Civil Society, Local
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• Technical assistance work to members and LDAs
• To develop further contacts with European institutions
• To strengthen
membership

and improve the

The programmes will be included in
our strategic partnership with the
Congress of Local and Regional Authorities supporting local democracy and
role of local authorities in South Eastern Europe and Southern Caucasus.
Furthermore, ALDA is strongly involved in the Conference of the IONGs,
fourth pillar of the Council of Europe
provided with a participative statute,
since the Director, Mrs. Valmorbida,
is chair of the Commission on Democracy and Civil Society.
Our role as main Agency dealing with
Active European Citizenship and Civic Participation, supported by the DG

Education and Culture of the European Commission, will be fulfilled with
numerous activities, capacity building
initiatives, exchanges of best practices, debate and discussion on the
matter focusing on the 2009 priorities
such as the fundamental values of the
European Union and the upcoming
parliamentary elections and the intercultural dialogue.
The challenge is for all of us a more
involving and active Association of the
Local Democracy Agencies and LDAs!

Action plan
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Director of ALDA
Antonella Valmorbida
antonella.valmorbida@aldaintranet.org

Europe for citizens:
The “Europe for Citizens” programme

combines permanent and annual priorities. The permanent priority themes
increase the impact of the programme
by encouraging beneficiaries to work
on a more long-term strategic approach to issues directly linked to the programme objectives. Annual priorities,
providing a particular focus to some or
all of those permanent priorities, help
to motivate beneficiaries to contribute
to topical European projects and initiatives.
New challenges and new priorities
have been identified for 2009 in the
field of active citizenship, taking into
consideration the most vivid issues
that local authorities, civil society and
“ordinary” citizens are asked to tackle
nowadays on daily basis.
To provide a clarifying vision of the

annual priorities for 2009, they are
set out in relation to the permanent
priorities here below:
• Future of the European Union
and its basic values
9th May, Anniversary of the fall of
the Berlin Wall
• Active European Citizenship:
participation and democracy in
Europe
EP elections and institutional developments
Women participation in political life
• Inter-cultural dialogue
Integration of intercultural dialogue: methodological aspects
• People’s well-being in Europe:
employment, social cohesion and
sustainable development
Citizens’ engagement with the big
social issues which constitute the Eu-

Projects

new challenges for active citizenship in Europe
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ropean Union’s political priorities,
such as climate change and energy
Sport for active citizenship and social
inclusion
• Impact of EU policies in societies
The challenges of immigration
The European Year of Creativity and
Innovation 2009
Anticipating the reflection on
priorities for 2010
Following the permanent priorities of
the Programme as well as the anticipated political context in 2010, a
debate on the priorities for 2010 is

Follow-up of the European elections 2009
The European elections 2009 represent a fundamental step for the future of Europe and one of the milestone
of the European Union in the field of
participatory democracy. We consider
of the utmost importance to focus on
the follow-up of the European elections in order to grant continuation
and to keep alive a primary element
of the active European citizenship
process. In particular, we believe that
a special effort should be made to
promote and strengthen information
and communication processes and
channels, both at the national and at
the European level, which prioritizes
participatory democracy issues. The
question concerning the public visibility of these issues should be an annual priority for 2010, granted through the support of projects including
awareness campaign and through
facilitating and fostering cooperation
among the EACEA, the national contact points and the beneficiaries of
the Programme.

Active citizenship and enlargement
already going on taking into conside- The Europe for Citizens Programme
ration the following elements:
is acting more and more as an Euro2010 will be the European Year for pean integration tool, supporting and
Combating Poverty and Social Exclu- reinforcing the integration process
sion
of candidate and potential candidate
2010 will mark the 60th anniversary countries. Taking into consideration
of the Robert Schuman declaration on the political context and the on-going
9 May 1950, which gives a particu- enlargement process, we propose
lar saliency to the recurring annual to include candidates and potential
priority (May the 9th - day of Europe) candidates countries as a primary
- another question concerns which geographical priority for 2010, forecontinuation to give to the priority on seeing support to projects including
participatory democracy issues fol- promotional activities, trainings, molowing the 2009 elections.
nitoring and impact evaluation on the
Programme on these countries.
ALDA, through its participation in the We consider fundamental that the enStructured Dialogue has contributed largement process implies the prepato the debate on priorities 2010, hi- ration and awareness of old members
ghlighting the following focus the- countries and new comers.

Active Citizenship programme in Strasbourg, at the Council of Europe
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mes/topics which could contribute to
topical European projects and initiatives in the field of active citizenship.
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European “listening” process
How Europe listens to citizens and how
the organized civil society should raise
and bring citizens’ voice to the European level (and Institutions) should
represent a priority concern for 2010.
Following the recent events which actually prevented the Lisbon Treaty to
smoothly enter into force, European
Institutions should make an effort

– duly supported by civil society and
local authorities at the local level – to
improve their skills and capacities to
properly listen to citizens. Therefore,
we propose that projects including new
and innovative methodologies, practices and tools to improve the “listening
process” of the European Union through the civil society in Europe should
be given a priority in 2010.

Last July, ALDA launched its first call

for proposals and trainers for the pilot training of Active Citizenship for
Local Authorities and Civil Society. In
September 2008, 10 projects from
8 countries in Europe have been selected. Thus, activities will be held in
Italy, Spain, Lithuania, Bulgaria, Croatia, Albania, Former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia and Azerbaijan. Moreover, 10 trainers have been selected
and trained in Brussels, 1-3 October
2008.
The next steps regarding the pilot training will consist on a meeting of trainers and partners that will take place
in Barcelona on the 15th December.
This will be the opportunity to define
an action plan as well as to adapt the
pilot training to each local context. Activities will then be implemented from
next January onwards and first results
will be presented in next ALDA General Assembly while celebrating ALDA
10th anniversary.
The pilot training on Active Citizenship
for Local Authorities and Civil Society
aims at strengthening knowledge and
skills of both local authorities and civil
society organizations which are interested in the topic of active citizenship and in the European citizenship
in particular. This training also aims at
fostering cooperation between these
two important actors, at developing
synergies and at activating new par-

ticipation and citizenship processes at
the local level.
The pilot training is structured in three
different modules. The first one foresees a separate training session for
local authorities and civil society, in
order to focus on the different needs
of these two different actors. Then,
in a second module, both groups are
gathered in a common session, where they will interact and elaborate a
common project. Finally, a last module consists in a final event aiming at
informing the local community of the
results of the trainings.
These pilot training activities have
been possible thanks to the structural
support of the European Commission
in 2008 (operating grant).
This grant recognises
ALDA’s status of major
stakeholder in the field
of active citizenship in
Europe, as a result of
ALDA’s growing commitment to the promotion of a new idea of
active citizenship and
participation all over
Europe. This commitment was materialised
through the implementation of several major
projects (Cities for Peace and Democracy, EURaction, Europe
in dialogue with its citizens...).

Training

ALDA pilot training on Active Citizenship for
Local Authorities and Civil Society in Europe
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ALDA and Active Citizenship in Croatia

Promoters

Launch of the TACEP project: ALDA and the LDAs as
promoters of European active citizenship in Croatia

Map of eastern Slavonia

Arena, Pola, Istria Croatia
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On

the 20th November, the project
TACEP (Training for Active Citenship
in the EU Enlargement Process) granted by the European Commission was
officialy launched during the Steering
Committee that was held in Sisak,
Croatia.
The project aims at providing capacity building to Croatian civil society
organizations in order to promote
their role as “active citizens” in the
enlargement process and to provide
them new information, knowledge
and competencies in the field of active
citizenship. The main idea is to train
“multipliers” to be engaged at the local and regional level in the promotion
of new and innovative actions in the
field of active citizenship, taking into
consideration the forthcoming status
of EU Member State of Croatia.
At least 57 civil society organisations
representatives and citizens, including
15 EU participants, will be trained
through a training session lasting 7
days in each LDA (Sisak, Osijek, Verteneglio) between January and March
2009. Then, regional meetings of these “multipliers” will be held
to foster their cooperation
and invite them to elaborate
projects for further action in
the field of active citizenship.
Finally, on the 9th May 2009,
the “Day of Europe”, information points on the programme ‘Europe for citizens’
will be open by each LDAs.
The projects results will be
gathered in a final publication and a CD-ROM.
Due to its large experience both in
the Balkans and in the field of active
citizenship, ALDA has been naturally
willing to support and assist its LDAs
in Croatia in applying for the first time
to the European Commission programme “Europe for citizens”, Croa-

tia being fully eligible since November
2007.
Thanks to this first project within the
‘Europe for citizens’ programme in
Croatia, ALDA intends to mobilise its
past experience in the field and in the
region and to share it with the LDAs
and the Croatian citizens, to support
them in their way to the EU. ALDA will
also invite the Croatian civil society
not only to learn from these trainings, but also to actively contribute to
the reflection on the European active
citizenship and the building of a European identity.

Old Bridge in Sisak

ICE: ALDA and the Region Istria as
partners communicating Europe
ALDA co-organised with the Foundation for Partnership and Civil Society
Development and the Region Istria the
“Civil Society Forum” that was held in
Pula on the 21st and 22nd November
2008. More than 50 representatives of
civil society organisations from Istria
attended the meeting.
The Forum was the launching event of
the project ICE (Istria communicating
Europe) supported by the European
Commission programme “Europe for
citizens”. This project willl highlight
and enhance the role of civil society in
Croatia, as promoter of European integration. Different workshops will be
held in the region with a special focus
on young people. A large communication campaign is also foreseen.
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“Town Twinning:
The

ties within existing twinning relationships, especially by means of developing thematic cooperation;
d. developing new skills amongst those who are responsible for twinning
activities at a local level.
The proposal seeks to reach a large
number of municipalities (around 110
institutions directly involved in the
events) and will therefore have an important multiplier effect.
The present action is structured in 7
b. starting, revitalising, and developing different steps grouped in 3 main phases and a transversal action, as shown
town twinning relationships;
c. improving the quality of the activi- in the following chart:
present proposal - starting at
the beginning of 2009 - aims at promoting town-twinning, focusing in
particular on the multilateral decentralized cooperation approach, as a
vehicle to foster European Integration
and to promote, develop and strengthen twinning agreements relations
amongst local authorities in the enlarged Europe.
More specifically, the project will aim at:
a. promoting the concept of town twinning;

PHASES

STEPS

A. Preparation

Preparatory activities

B. Implementation

Training: capacity building for
Local Authorities in the field of twinning
On-line advisory service
International workshop

C. Evaluation / Dissemination

Final publication and Website
Evaluation and follow-up
Dissemination

Concerning the implementation phase:
Training: capacity building for Local
Authorities in the field of twinning, addressed to local authorities to develop
their knowledge of the concept and
practice of town-twinning - duration:
3 days - venue: Shkodra, Albania
On-line advisory service, to support
the preparation and the implementation of good quality projects.
International workshop “Building Europe through town-twinning”, mainly
promoting the different forms and
concept of town-twinning amongst local authorities and networking - duration: 1 day - venue: Croatia
The variety of forms of the activities
proposed seek to provide municipalities a “full” support, providing them:
a. new information and knowledge on
the concept of town twinning, through
all the activities foreseen; b. capacity
building, through the training addres-

V

I
S
I
B
I
L
I
T
Y

sed to those responsible for twinning
activities; c. consultancy, through the
training and the On-line Advisory Service; d. tools facilitating partner search and networking, especially through
the international workshop; e. the opportunity to exchange best practices
and experiences, through the training,
the international workshop and especially the final publication.
The target group is represented by
regional, national and international
Associations of Local Authorities, Local Authorities (mainly municipalities)
and other bodies/organizations promoting town twinning.
The proposal is addressed to local authorities based in programme countries
and will also involve local authorities
from countries which can potentially
take part in the Programme in the future (e.g. Bosnia Herzegovina, Serbia,
Montenegro, Kosovo, etc.).

Town Twinning

a vehicle for european integration”
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EU Projects

International Crossing
Youth Fair
This

event lasted for 10 days from
25th of July to 3rd of August and it
demonstrated that among their differences European youth can be united
and that the physical and mental borders are not insurmountable. It opened new perspectives to these young
people for future common projects
and created strong friendships. Most
of these young people are already involved in the work of the Local Democracy Agencies or ALDA’s partners
and it showed them the work of other
LDAs and strengthened the network.
25 young people from most former
Yugoslavian countries and European
Union crossing the Balkans from
Croatia to Albania, passing through

Bosnia and Herzegovina and Montenegro, sharing their daily life, viewpoints and ideas among them and with
the locals, discovering the places and
writing common projects in regular
workshops. This is the result of the International Crossing Fair, an event organised by ALDA in the framework of
its project Youth: the right direction.
This event aimed at promoting the European Commission’s “Youth in Action”
program and at deepening the mutual
knowledge of the different youth contexts whilst promotingcooperation in
the field of youth. It showed the common will of young people from several
countries to be active European citizens.

Youth training in the newly establish
LDA Albania
The

newly establish LDA Albania in
Shkodra, northern Albania has been
inaugurated on the 10th of October
and immediately started its first
activity on the 11th. It was the
third peer training of multipliers in the framework of ALDA’s “Youth the right direction”
project.
During four days, 25 young
people from South-East-Europe
and EU countries including ten Albanian from Shkodra, three Italian,
four Montenegrin, three Bosnian,
three Macedonian, a French and a
Croat took part in a youth training of
educators.
10

It was a unique experience for the
participants. They had the opportu-

nity to learn based on a peer to peer
non formal education about several
relevant subjects for youth in Europe:
• Youth in Action program
• Non formal education
• Motivation and need analysis
• Project management
• Planning innovative multiplying
activities
• Planning the next steps.
Apart from the training the young people discovered the city of Shkodra and
created real links among each other.
After the training, several of the participants are still in contact to work
on their project and the LDA Albania
have the project to apply to organise a
partnership meeting in Shkodra.
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Acsobe Project successfully ended up.

Which follow up?

“Acting Social Rights in Belarus”,
successfully ended up. Supported by
the European Commission and the
Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in
cooperation with the Municipal Training Centre, Kaunas (Lithuania), the
Municiaplity of Monfalcone, the Province of Trento and the Lev Sapieha
Foundation (Belarus), ACSOBE is the
follow-up of a first pilot project in
Belarus “Strengthening of community activism in Belarus through the
development of communal property
management skills” which was implemented in 2005.
The main objective of the project ACSOBE is to strengthen the dialogue
among civil society groups and local
governments in Belarus (in particular in the region of Brest, Grodno
and Minsk) through the improvement
of their capacities and training on
communication tools. In general the

a constant situation of isolation because of the government. Indeed nowadays the independent democratically

Participants during the training session near Minsk

oriented NGOs in Belarus are labelled
as “destructive elements”. Of course, it
is “signal” from the central authorities
to all communities’ initiatives. Considering the difficult socio-political situation which Belarus is facing, the broad
participation to the meetings was really important and,
for the grass rooted organization involved, represented not only a place of debate but first an occasion of
networking and exchanging
best practices. In particular
one can say that with the
special focus on the ways of
participation of citizens in
decision-making process at
the local level and at introducing future opportunities
to develop this program in
project aimed at training and deve- the respective regions, was the main
loping capacities of local authorities success of the project. The main conrepresentatives, NGO groups and re- crete result was the creation of relapresentatives of vulnerable groups in tions among several small NGOS very
Belarus about social and cultural ri- active at local level. This network will
ghts, enhancing the capacity of the be the base for a future project REACT,
target groups to encourage grassroots which will be starting in 2009 thank
democracy through the concrete pro- to EU funds, which will be focused on
reinforcing the capacities of civil somotion of the same rights.
All the activities were appreciated by ciety organizations and on the promothe participants in Belarus, who live in tion of civic initiatives at local level.

SSE, EE and Caucasus

On March 2008 the ACSOBE project,
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Update on the microcredit Scheme

SE Europe and Caucasus

to support small and medium entrepreneurs
from South East Europe: ready to go

12

The

second part of 2008 was dedicated to put in place the agreement made during the international
workshop that took place in Zagreb
early in 2008. The local banks further
identified the local products.

The programme will mostly work in
Croatia on local development and
agriculture and toursim. The support
is offered through the LDA of Osijek,
Sisak and Verteneglio and the commercial Bank PRIVREDNA Bank. The
LDA have been further trained by the
local banks to present the product
and the LDAs are now engaged in
promoting and identifying the clients. The credit goes up to 20.000 Euro
to small and medium entrepreneurs,
craftsman and free professionals for
investment and capital needs.

Serbia will be coved thanks to the support of the LDA Central and Southern
Serbia, in particular the contact point
in Kragujevac and LDA Subotica. The
contracts for the local implementation
have been signed by the LDAs and the
Intesa San Paolo Beograd, who is the commercial bank supporting the programme
in Serbia. They have
identified product for
small entepreneurship
and local economic
development.
Local
agreements for support have been signed
by the local authorities
supporting the programme, like in Nis.
The credit goes up to
5.000 Euro, mostly for
agriculture.
Based on the experience of the company, it could go up
to 10.000 Euro. LDAs are working to
promote the product.
Activities in Bosna and Herzegovina
are followed by the LDA Mostar, Prijedor and Zavidovici. They will focus too
on agriculture and local issues with
the support of UPI Banka, Further details will follow.
The programme have been also presented in several occasions at the
conferences of ALDA and is entering
now in the full implementation phase
the disbursement activities.
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Decentralized cooperation programme
16

years after the breakup of Yugoslavia, “the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia” remains one of the
least known countries of South East
Europe. Despite the brief armed conflict of 2001, it is presented frequently as a model of overcoming crisis
and interethnic tensions. As result,
it was officially granted the status of
candidate to EU membership. Being
a essentially a rural region, Lower
Normandy has the will as well as the
need to open itself up to the world
and to encourage its civil society in
the endeavor of European integration
and globalization.
This is the context in which the French Region Lower Normandy engaged
in cooperation with the
Macedonian state. This
institutional cooperation
is strongly supported by
the French Ministry of
foreign affairs. It is based on a program action
between
stakeholders
from both territories
that started in November 2007. Formally conceived as a three-year
project
(2007-2009),
this cooperation is planned to extend beyond
this period.
OBJECTIVES
This cooperation is the
product of a joint effort of the two
partner entities to open themselves
up to the world and to incite their population to engage in active citizenship at local and European levels in
the spirit of reciprocity and change.
The project leads the establishment
of a platform for continuous change
and will contribute to the creation of
long-lasting relations among the populations of the two entities. It will
strengthen the aspect of the “francophonie” and local governance in all
areas of cooperation, as each action

will aim to develop the capacity of the
local populations (in both Lower Normandy and “the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia”) and disseminate
good practices and values.
In terms of specific objectives, the
project is highly ambitious, with the
main objectives being to reinforce the
capacity of local authorities to implement decentralisation, to mobilize citizens, to ensure that the development
is sustainable; to exchange good
practices (on managing public services, participation, sustainable development); to improve the use of ICTs
and to use them to bring citizens and
institutions closer together; to help
Macedonia in preparing for EU acces-

sion by providing support in adopting
the aquis communautaire; to promote
the “francophonie” and the francophone values, to open the Lower Normandy to the world, to give a new perspective to youth and to train them to
become active European citizens; to
contribute to the reduction of negative
stereotypes, intolerance and racism;
to improve the quality of the media
and to facilitate the creation of public
opinion based on the value of citizenship; to involve a variety of categories of individuals and organisations in

Cooperation programme

between the Region Lower-Normandy (France) and
the “former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia”
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Activites of the Axe
Culture, Theatre
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the process, and to reinforce the links
between the two territories on a longlasting basis.

PARTNERS
The project unites a variety of partners - from the Lower Normandy Region and the “former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia”. The activities are
implemented by the so-called tandems from France and Macedonia in
each action of the project. They run
this programme by leveraging support and interest in the local communities, trying to mobilize and involve
citizens and organisations at various
levels: public institutions, NGOs, professional bodies (such as Chambers
of commerce), the media as well as
other relevant parties.
The lead coordinator is the Association of the Local Democracy Agencies
(ALDA), an international NGO coordinating a network of 12 Local
Democracy Agencies in South East Europe and the Caucasus. With its headquarter
being located in Strasbourg
(France), ALDA gained extensive experience in managing complex multi-annual
projects in South East Europe working with a variety
of partners from both local authorities
and civil society alike.
ACTIVITIES
The action plan designed by the project
partners includes needs assessments, studies, exchanges of experience,
training, promotional activities, media
articles, publications, round tables,
workshops, study visits, translations,

traineeships, website, events etc. - all
spread across 5 actions with several
sub-actions. The project coordinators
and partners are currently fundraising
for additional funds to expand the activities in each action.
ACTION 1: Local governance and
new information and communication technologies
• Action 1.1: Active citizenship: partners for the development
• Action 1.2: Internet access and open
source software for the citizens
Coordination in France: Centre des
Technologies Nouvelles (CTN)
Coordination in Macedonia: Metamorphosis
Partners in Macedonia: ZELS, Ministry of Local Government, FOSIM, public digital clubs
Partners in Lower Normandy:
Espace publics numériques bas normands (EpnBN)
ACTION 2: Youth, education and
local and European citizenship
• Action 2.1: Support to local authorities for the definition and implementation of sustainable youth policies
• Action 2.2: Youth in Europe: education, job opportunities and mobility
• Action 2.3: Francophonie as a tool
for the empowerment of humanist and
universal values
Coordination in France: Maison de
l’Europe Caen-Lower Normandy
Coordination in Macedonia: Coalition of youth organizations “SEGA”
Partners in Macedonia: bilingual
classes from high schools, French Embassy in Skopje, French Cultural Centre, local authorities, SALTO Youth, ,
French alliance from Tetovo and Gostivar, Macedonian Agency for youth and
sport, ZELS, local authorities
Partners in Lower Normandy: local
authorities, University of Caen, French
Ministry for youth
ACTION 3: Media and free access
to information
• Action 3.1: Local information close
to the citizens
• Action 3.2: Development of a Norman-Macedonian resources cluster
Coordination in France: Courrier
des Balkans

Coordination in Macedonia: Courrier de la Macédoine
Partners in Macedonia: journalists’
associations, Osservatorio sui Balcani, local newspapers Bitolski Vesnik
and Monitor, local radios
Partners in Lower Normandy: regional newspaper Ouest-France, association Ouest-Fraternité,
ACTION 4: Cultural Policy
• Action 4.1: Support to local authorities for the definition and implementation of sustainable cultural policies
• Action 4.2: Setting up of a platform
for the dialogue, invention and artistic mobility
Coordination in France: Regional
Center for Literature from Lower Normandy
Coordination Macedonia: Association Lokomotiva - Centre for New initiatives in Arts and culture
Partners in Macedonian: French
Cultural Centre, Macedonian National
Theatre, Skopje City Museum, Macedonian National Gallery, Nomad dense academy
Partners in Lower Normandy: Association Balkan Transit, Dense Center from Caen, local authorities
ACTION 5: Cultural Heritage and sustainable tourism
• Action 5.1: Identification and protection of cultural heritage
• Action 5.2: Support and promotion
of sustainable tourism
Coordination in France: Savoir-Faire et Decouverte
Coordination in Macedonia: CIRa
(Centre for institutional development)
Partners in Macedonia: local authorities, Ministry of economy (tourist section), Faculty of architecture,
Chamber of tourism
Partners in Lower Normandy: Service for heritage inventory from the
Regional Council of Lower Normandy
Latest news of the project:
24th of November 2008
New perspectives for the second
year of the project for decentralized
cooperation between the Region
Lower Normandy and Macedonia
A steering committee of all the
stakeholders in the project for cooperation between the French region

Lower Normandy and “the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia” took
place on the 17th and 18th of September 2008 in Caen. During this meeting,
the partners presented their experience from the first year of this vast
decentralized cooperation project, as
well a to evaluate the success of the
implemented activities and to discuss
the methodology for the second year
fo the project. The second year of the
program for cooperation starts with
actions, which will present a logical
follow up of the past year activities,
enriched with new perspectives and
initiatives. Support of the decentralization process and the local development remain the main goal of the cooperation, through actions in the fields
of youth, media, new technologies of
communication and information, culture, sustainable tourism etc. In order
to foster, as much as possible, the links
between “the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia” and Lower Normandy, the project partners will also include actors from both territories such as
other NGOs, Universities, cultural institutions, local authorities etc. In the
context of the state of democracy in
“the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia” on its road to the European
Union, promotion of the good governance is one of the projects’ priorities.
Being an active and informed citizen is
an essential part of a European identity, therefore, the project’s activities
also have as its priority the promotion
of European active citizenship. The
importance of the process
of decentralization for the
country confirms our intention to work with the local
authorities. Thus, in the
second year the activities
of the project will have the
elected local representatives
as the main target group.
Since the aim of the project
is strengthening the links between local authorities from Lower Normandy
and Macedonia, town twining and cooperation between schools will constitute a significant part of the activities
in the second year.

Cooperation programme
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Activities for the
development of
sustainable tourism
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The history and current situation
of Gergia–South Ossetia Conflict

Situation in Georgia

F r om t h e d e l e g a t e L D A - G e or g i a , J os e p h K h a k h a L e i shvili
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The status of South Ossetia is one of
two such issues over sovereignty that
accompanied Georgia’s exit from the
Soviet Union in 1991, the other being
located in Abkhazia on the Black Sea
coast. The former autonomous region
of South Ossetia, established by the
Soviet authorities in 1923 and abolished in 1990 by sovereign Georgia’s
first president, Zviad Gamsakhurdia,
is known in Georgia as Tskhinvali district (or more informally by its historical Georgian name Samachablo).
A two-year conflict between 1990 and
1992 ended with the de facto secession of South Ossetia1; in 1992 conflict ensued in Abkhazia, also resulting
in its de facto secession after Georgian
military defeat in 1993. While South Ossetia and Abkhazia proclaimed
their independence from Georgia, no
other state recognized them as independent until the present conflict.
The de facto authority in the capital of
the region, Tskhinvali, refers to itself
as the Republic of South Ossetia, which was not recognized by any state
until Russia’s 26 August recognition.
Nicaragua is the only other state to
have recognized the independence of
South Ossetia and Abkhazia.
Since 1992 the authorities of South
Ossetia retained de facto independence from Georgia, although they did not
control South Ossetia in its entirety
sizeable but territorially noncontiguous parts of territory within the former
South Ossetian autonomous region,
populated mainly by Georgians, remained under Georgian control. According to a Georgian government
source, there were 21 villages under
de facto pro-Georgian administrative
control until the August conflict.
Russia has extended various forms of
support to the de facto administrations in Abkhazia and South Ossetia
since the early 1990s, and has issued

passports to substantial shares of the
population in each territory. Without
these passports inhabitants of Abkhazia and South Ossetia would have no
other document (other than the politically charged acceptance of Georgian
passports) allowing for international
travel. This process of “passportization” provides the basis for the Russian claim that military action against Georgia was necessary in order to
protect “Russian citizens”.
Since 2001 the de facto administration of South Ossetia, located in the
capital Tskhinvali has been headed by
President Eduard Kokoity. Since 2006
a rival, Tbilisi-backed de facto administration emerged in South Ossetia, headed by Dmitry Sanakoev. An
ethnic Ossetian previously associated
with the secessionist administration,
Dmitry Sanakoev subsequently became an advocate of resolving the conflict within the framework of Georgian
territorial integrity.
Background to the recent hostilities
From April 2008, tensions around
South Ossetia increased, against a
longer-term backdrop of deteriorating
Georgian-Russian relations. Although
tensions appeared to be more serious
in Abkhazia, Georgia’s other disputed
territory, in July there were reports
of armed clashes, the kidnapping of
Georgian military personnel by South
Ossetian forces, sporadic shelling and
firing on Tskhinvali and Georgian villages in the region, the alleged violation of Georgian airspace by Russian
military aircraft and shooting incidents
in South Ossetia through July. Dmitry
Sanakoev also survived an assassination attempt on 3 July. These developments took place against a background of the collapse of the formal
negotiations process for resolving the
conflict. A Russian proposal for the

first meeting in two years of the Joint
Control Commission (JCC), the multilateral body tasked with monitoring
the conflict zone, was rejected by
Georgia, and a proposal for bilateral
Georgian-Ossetian talks was rejected
by the de facto authority in South Ossetia. Both Ossetian and Georgians
who had been displaced from South
Ossetia by the conflict and who were
interviewed in displacement by Amnesty International told of the general
deterioration in the security situation
in the months preceding the conflict
and of sporadic skirmishes between
Georgian - and Ossetian - populated
villages over this period.
Tensions flared in the first week of
August preceding the outbreak of hostilities. On 31 July reports indicate
that South Ossetian forces attacked
and blew up a Georgian military vehicle carrying Georgian peacekeepers.
Following skirmishes on 1 August, the
de facto South Ossetian authorities
admitted 6 dead and 15 wounded,
many hit by sniper fire, whilst the
Georgians admitted nine wounded.
Both sides accused the other of using
mortar fire. The de facto authorities
began to evacuate parts of the population to North Ossetia, a republic
within the Russian Federation
with close ties to South Ossetia; some Georgians also left
the area for locations elsewhere in Georgia. Civilians from
South Ossetia interviewed by
Amnesty International reported
sleeping in their cellars during
the first week of August in anticipation of resumed hostilities.

posed by Russia calling on both sides
to renounce the use of force. At 7pm,
Georgian President Mikheil Saakashvili declared a ceasefire during a televised speech. Some four hours later at
11.30pm Georgian forces launched an
offensive on the capital of South Ossetia, Tskhinvali.
Statements by Georgian officials initially indicated that the assault on
Tskhinvali was a response to sustained attacks on the Georgian villages
of Prisi and Tamarasheni by Ossetian
forces; Around 11 o’clock, Russian
tanks started to move into Georgia,
and that was a clear-cut invasion.
Russian officials dispute the claim and
maintain that the movement of Russian armed forces into Georgia was
initiated in response to the Georgian
assault on Tskhinvali.
Although Georgian forces initially took
control of parts of Tskhinvali and several surrounding villages, they were rapidly repelled by Russian forces, which
had entered South Ossetia from North
Ossetia via the Roki tunnel (through
the Caucasus mountain range between
the Russian Federation and Georgia).
As Russian troops were taking control of South Ossetia, hostilities further extended to a number of other
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The war and its aftermath
The five-day war began on
the night of 7-8 August 2008.
Russian-brokered
GeorgianOssetian talks collapsed on 7
August; a Russian attempt to convene a UN Security Council emergency meeting on the situation failed
to secure agreement on a text pro-

locations in Georgia outside of South
Ossetia, including the nearby town of
Gori, the Black Sea port of Poti, the
western Georgian towns of Zugdidi
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and Senaki, and the Kodori gorge, the
only part of Abkhazia under Georgian
control. Russian troops, backed by
air forces, quickly assumed control of
these locations, some of which were
far removed from the immediate conflict zone in South Ossetia.
On 12 August, Russian President Dmitry Medvedev agreed to a truce brokered by President Nicolas Sarkozy of
France, the holder of the rotating chair
of the European Union, and announced the end of Russian operations in
Georgia; Russian forces nonetheless
continued to be deployed in areas
outside of South Ossetia and Abkhazia. A six-point peace plan, based on
the ceasefire agreement brokered
by President Sarkozy, was signed by
President Saakashvili and President
Medvedev. Against a backdrop of differing interpretations of the six-point
peace plan and disputes between
Russia and Georgia over the meaning
of some of its terms, Russian troops
remained in place in early September,
demarcating strips of territory known
as “security” or “buffer zones” on undisputed Georgian territory beyond
South Ossetia.
On 8 September, Russia conditionally agreed to withdraw all of its forces
still deployed outside of the boundaries of South Ossetia and Abkhazia
by 10 October, upon the deployment
of 200 monitors from the European
Union. While a certain degree of confusion and conflicting information is
practically inevitable during a period
of intense fighting, it appears that
there was deliberate misinformation
and exaggerated reports during the
course of the conflict, and particularly
in its early stages.
The problem of obtaining reliable information was exacerbated by the
blocking of access by the parties to
the conflict zone for independent monitors to verify claims of civilian casualties by the parties and reproduced in the international media.
With regard to casualties on the Geor-

gian side, according to information supplied to Amnesty International by the
Georgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as
of 7 October there were a reported 405
deaths (220 civilians and 169 military
servicemen, of whom 41 were still unidentified, and 16 policemen) as a result
of the hostilities. There was, in addition,
as reported in mid-September, a total of
2,234 wounded, of whom 1,964 were
combatants, 170 civilians and 100 unidentified. Overall, the total number of
deaths appeared to be in the hundreds
rather than thousands as originally reported. The withdrawal of Russian forces
from the so-called “buffer zones” began
with the dismantling in early October of
some of the checkpoints established on
Georgian territory near South Ossetia.
Inspire of the request of international society Russian troops still are staying on
Georgian territory.
In the aftermath of the conflict the government of Georgia, with the support of international organizations and the partner
countries, managed to build about 5000
new houses for IDPs. Only in Kutaisi, as
a result of the recent conflict, about 200
IDP families are registered. Local self-government with the financial support from
state budget is rehabilitating the new
building where all IDP families will be accommodated. Unfortunately, the funds
are insufficient to put in place a complex
rehabilitation of the IDP families’ settlement. This is why the local self-government in Kutaisi asked to international
organizations to support the IDPs in providing electric heaters, wash-machines
and refrigerators.
LDA Georgia provided financial and technical support to different IDP collective
centers, organizing food transportation
and distribution; Newport-Kutaisi Association donated the toothpastes and
toothbrushes, which was distributed in
different IDP centers; the LDA donated
color TV and antenna to the IDPs living
in Vartsikhe collective center. Hope with
joint efforts we can solve many problems
for IDPs and support they full integration
in local society.
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Fact – Finding Mission
From

18 to 23 November 2008 Mr.
Per Vinther, President, ALDA, Srdjan
Cvijic, Policy Officer EU Affairs and
Field Operations, ALDA conducted
a fact-finding mission to the South
Caucasus (Azerbaijan, Georgia and
Armenia). The purpose of the visit to
Georgia was to strengthen the already existing programs undertaken by
the LDA Kutaisi. The goal of the fact
finding mission to meet relevant stake
holders in Azerbaijan and Armenia
and explore the ground with a view
of future opening of the Local Democracy Agencies in these countries.
In Baku, on 19 November 2008, Mr.
Vinther and Mr. Cvijic met Avaz Hasanov, Director, The Society for Humanitarian Research; H.E. Gabriel
Keller, French Ambassador, Baku and
Philippe Wieber, First Secretary, French Embassy Baku; Leila Alieva, President, Center for National and International Studies; Razi Nurullayev,
Society of Democratic Reforms.
In Tbilisi, on 20 November
2008, Mr. Vinther, Mr. Cvijic
and Mr. Khakhaleishvili met
H.E. Per Eklund, Head of the
EU Delegation to Georgia;
Mrs. Nino Nakhashidze, Head
of division for the Council of
Europe, MFA Georgia and
Petri Salo, Ambassador of
Finland in Charge of Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia;
Nikoloz Khachirashvili, Deputy Mayor of Tbilisi; David
Losaberidze, Program Director, the Caucasus Institute for Peace, Democracy and
Development; Ketevan Tsikhelashvili,
Coordinator for Georgia and the South Caucasus Dialogue Project, Friedrich Naumann Foundation; Manana Salukvadze, Founder, CIMS Consulting;
Giorgi Margvelashvili, President of the
Foundation for Democracy and Deve-

lopment. The purpose of the meetings
in particular was to raise awareness in
the country about the work of the LDA
Kutaisi, and to expand ALDA’s network
in the country. During a meeting with
Mr. Khachirashvili an agreement about
future cooperation and support of the
town of Tbilisi to the LDA Kutaisi has
been reached.
Finally, in Yerevan, on 21 and 22 November 2008 Mr. Vinther and Mr. Cvijic
met H.E. Mr. Massimo Lavezzo - Cassinelli, Italian Ambassador to Armenia;
Dr. David Tumanyan Deputy Chairman
Communities Finance Officers Association and Mr. Artur Ayvazov Senior
Advisor; Artak Kirakosyan, Civil Society Institute; Sona Ayvazyan, Transparency International and Amalia
Kostanyan, Chairwoman, Transparency International; Mikayel Zolyan, Yerevan State University.
The visit to Baku and Yerevan served
the purpose of preparation of individual country visits to Azerbaijan and

Fact-Finding Mission

to Armenia and Azerbaijan and a LDA Kutaisi
support visit to Georgia

Srdjan Cvijic
and Per Vinther,
visiting
Tblisi Municipality

Armenia in 2009. The purpose of these visits will be to meet local government representatives in the targeted
Armenian and Azerbaijani municipalities where future LDAs could be opened. Preparations of these visits are
already under way.
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Working Groups of ALDA:

ALDA activities and events

An opportunity for fruitful exchange of experiences

20

shared by both the ALDA members
and the LDA’s
• to be able to produce qualified
project ideas involving members of
ALDA in certain cases
• to be able to originate papers based
on their common views on the specific
topics

Working group in Barcelona

During 2007, the Association of the
Local Democratic Agencies undertook
the initiative to form and coordinate
working groups where the participant
members will have the unique opportunity to exchange
views and personal
experiences on the
following topics:

To conclude, it would be significant to
underline that these working groups
consist essential practical instruments
through which ALDA members are to
develop ideas, projects and relevant
papers and submit their final remarks
and conclusions to the relevant European and non European actors.

For the year
2008,
ALDA
is to organize
three meetings
of these the• Local government ismatic working
sues, good governangroups in Moce, decentralisation
dena, Nevers
• Participation of civil
and Barcelona
society and civil sor e s p e c t i ve l y.
ciety empowerment
For further in• Human rights proWorking group in Modena
formation
on
tection and awareness, including
the organization and coordination of
women’s rights
these meetings as well as on the re• Situation in South East Europe
lated papers and reports produced by
• Situation in the Caucasus
their workings could be easily acces• Local economic development
• European Union enlargement and sed on our website.
active citizenship
http://alda-europe.eu/alda/
front_content.php?idcat=165
More specifically, the concrete objectives of the members of ALDA in the
framework of this notable initiative,
could be more explicitly described as
followed:
• to provide a beneficial platform
of debate, by promoting mutual
exchange of experiences among the
members as well as in-depth understanding of the above mentioned topics.
• to enhance the knowledge on
the specific topics as identified and
Working group in Nevers
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European Civic Days in La Rochelle
The European Civic Forum organised the

participants attended this workshop where the experiences in the field of local democracy were presented and discussed.
These first “European Civic Days” were
very successful. A wide range of highprofile speakers, such as Gérard Onesta, Vice-President fo the European Parliament, Odile Quintin, Director General
of DG Education and Culture (European
Commission) or Ségolène Royal, President of the Regional Council Poitou-Charentes, intervene during the launching
and closing conferences as well as during
the workshops. More than 1000 people
from all-over Europe participated in this
event. The reports from the meetings and
workshops can be found on the website of
the European Civic Forum.

first “European Civic Days in La Rochelle
(France) on the 4th, 5th and 6th of September 2008, with the support of the European Commission and the French Presidency of the EU. The event focused on
the topic “Mobility, Dialogue, Participation:
towards an active European citizenship”
and aimed at promoting participation and
fostering debate among citizens.
As one of the main EU stakeholder in the
field of active European citizenship, the
Association of the Local Democracy Agencies was invited to moderate and chair a
workshop on “associations and local democracy”. Thus, Antonella Valmorbida,
ALDA Director, had the opportunity to
present ALDA work regarding the promotion of local democracy, active citizenship
and good governance in Europe. About 40 http://www.civic-forum.eu/

Civic days

4-5-6 September 2008

ALDA country meetings:
In November 2008, ALDA has organised
a serie of country meetings to gather its
current members in one specific country
and to present its activities to potential
new members. These meetings aimed
both at fostering cooperation with and
creating synergies among its current
members in one specific country and at
extending its network in Europe.
The first country meeting was held in Poland on the 5th November, thanks to the
support of the City of Bydgoszcz. Others
took place in Spain, Zaragoza, on the 7th
November during the final event of the
EMANZIPAR project, as well as in Croatia,
Pula, on the 21st November during the
launch of the project ‘Istria communicating Europe’ and in France, Nevers, on the
28th November.
These meetings were an opportunity to
increase interactions between ALDA cur-

rent members and to discuss future cooperation, in particular in the field of active
citizenship where ALDA has recently initiated several projects and trainings. They
were also opened to other stakeholders
identified by our host member and potentially interested in cooperating with ALDA,
in the field of international multilateral decentralised cooperation, active citizenship
or good governance.
All in all, these country meetings were
used to develop the partners network of
the LDAs, to promote its active citizenship activities supported by the European
Commission and to launch its initiative to
support the Valencia declaration of the
Council of Europe on good local and regional governance.
Other country meetings will be held early
next year, in particular in Norway, UK, Lithuania and Romania.

Meetings

an opportunity to foster
cooperation with and create synergies among its current
members as well as to extend its network in Europe
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News from ALDA Team

New challenges, new people !!
ALDA is now working with new and
additional staff !

In particular, the
support to the programme of Active
Citizenship is now
followed carefully
by Camille GANGLOFF, based in Strasbourg. Camille
is an « old » friend of ALDA since she
has already been stagiaire with us,
in the same office, dealing with our
programme EurAction and communication.

A new comer took
the place of our
colleague who left
ALDA early this
year, Martial Paris.
The very welcome
one is Srdjan CVIJIC working on field
activities in South Eastern Europe and
Southern Caucasus and European Affairs. He is also a friend of ALDA, since he was often our counter part in
the Stability Pact for South Eastern
Europe in Brussels where he has been
working for several years.

In order to assist us on some
projects, in particular Youth and
Basse Normandie/
Macedonia,
we
are now working
with Gregoire FANNIERE. Gregoire
was a stagiaire with ALDA in the past
in Vicenza. He further developed his
capacities in other countries and continents such as Cina and India.

Ivana DIMITROVSKA is the assistant of the
project manager
of the programme Basse Normandie Macedonia for development
of good governance. She is based in
Skopije.

Further news about us on:
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Empowering the role of young
people in Kosovo
The LDA Kosovo will go in these next
months in a process of restructuration
and reorganization, based on the effort of ALDA in this part of the region.
The process has been supported also
by the DG Democracy and Political Affrairs of the Council of Europe, thanks
to a programme for Youth.
The proposal aims at empowering
young people living in Kosovo, in order to foster their capacities to play
the role of “active citizens” in their local community.
The present proposal will be focused
on two different “areas”:
a) project development and project
management, in order to provide to
young people new information, skills
and capacities to plan their action and
their future, both on an individual and
a collective basis;
b) active citizenship, in order to foster
youth participation both at the local
and at the international level, strengthening their sense of responsibility
and belonging to their local community and to Europe in a broad sense.
Following the objectives and the priorities of the “Youth in Action” and “Europe for Citizens” Programmes, the
main specific objectives of the present proposal are the following:
• To provide capacity building to
young people and youth workers
through trainings on project development and management and on active
citizenship;
• To develop and consolidate networks
and partnerships, both at bthe local
and at the international level, in order
to strengthen cooperation in the field
of youth
• To create the basis for a long-lasting fruitful engagement of young
people in the life of the local community through the “youth ambassadors”
groups

A first activity took place during the
European week of Local Democracy.
The activity took place on the 17th
October 2008, in Gjilan/Gnjilane.
The main topic was the Participation
of Young People in Local Life, which
is promoted by the European Charter
on the Participation of Young People
in Local and Regional Life. More than
forty-five people were present in the
council room of Gjilan/Gnjilane Municipality to listen the conference and to
participate to the debates. Nana Magnadottir, head of office of the Council
of Europe Secretariat Office in Kosovo,
was invited. In the frame of the French Presidency of the European Union,
the French Embassy of Kosovo was represented by Xavier Leroux, head of
the Cooperation and Cultural Service
Office. Ivana Dimitrovska, who is in
charge of an ALDA program in Macedonia, was also present.
Veton Nevzati, from Gjilan/Gnjilane
mayor office, opened the day with a
speech. After the opening, Yann Cassaro, European Voluntary Service in
LDA Kosovo, spoke about the Charter
on Participation of Young People.
A documentary on the Youth Councils made in 2006 illustrated a concrete
example of the participation of young
people. Then, the president of the Youth Council of Gjilan/Gnjilane and Bujar
Haziri, officer of Youth in Gjilan/Gnjilane Municipality, explained their cooperation by a debate with the public,
including a member of United Nations
Development Programs, members of
Gjilan/Gnjilane NGOs, and Gjilan/Gnjilane student organizations. The participants concluded that the activities
of the Youth Council and the cooperation with Gjilan/Gnjilane Municipalities
and other European municipalities are
going up.

LDAs News

With the support of the DG Democracy and Political Affairs

Kosovo, with indicated
the city of Gjilane,
where the first activities
took place
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LDA Subotica

Joint Programme of the Council of Europe and
European Commission:
European Intercultural Cities Programme
Local media promotion of the Intercultural Cities Programme
LDA Subotica:
European And Our Affairs

City of Subotica actively participating in the European Intercultural
Cities Programme in cooperation
with LDA Subotica

Over
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the past couple of months a
number of visits and bilateral exchange in areas of good intercultural governance, role of local media and
cultural diversity have taken place:
delegations from the city of Subotica participated in the international
conference in Barcelona: Intercultural Dialogue policies at local level
(Barcelona, 28/31 October), bilateral
exchange of good practice and the
study visit to Lublin (in September)
and the conference: Role of media
in intercultural practice at local level in Patras (27/29 November). The
network of 14 cities has established
intensified and frequent bilateral contacts, while the number of local organisations involved is increasing.
Expert field visit to Subotica: Phil
Wood, expert of the Council of Europe visited Subotica in the fact finding
mission to the local NGO-s included in
the project implementation: LDA Subotica, Roma Education Centre, Open
Prospects. Local media included: YU
Eco TV.

Project supported by the
Vojvodina Fund for the
development of non-profit sector

In order to encourage the local media
to quality information provision on the
issues of European enlargement, with
particular regard to local promotion
of the European Year of Intercultural
Dialogue. In co-operation with the Local YU Eco TV and the local government, activities envisaged include the
production of a wide range of TV documentaries, reportage on good local
practice in intercultural governance
and participation of minority communities in decision making. Our overall
objective is to help promote Subotica
as the city with a long history in good
intercultural governance and a high
level of interethnic understanding and
dialogue. As an illustration, the minority languages Hungarian and Croat
have been introduced as the subjects
in elementary schools by the recent
decision of the local government. In
this way, children of different ethnic
background will learn the language of
their local community.
European And Our Affairs is the
project that also includes a training for
local journalists and the visits of the
YU Eco TV crew to the Council of Europe in Strasbourg and Reggio Emilia,
another city included in the network.
Our international partner is Media Diversity Institute, London, while the
trainer on media diversity reporting
will be Ms Milica Pesic, Executive Director.
Duration of the project: six months.
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Most of the youngsters had never
heard of the EU programme dedicated
to Youth and non formal education,
and were far from thinking that they
could benefit from it without being European citizens.

Open Days

Between

2-9 November, European
Youth Week was celebrated in all corners of Europe, with some 500 activities and events dedicated to Youth. As a new accredited
Sending-hosting-coordinating organization for
the European Voluntary
Service (EVS), the LDA
Verteneglio-Brtonigla
decided to take part in
this European event,
thus anticipating Croatian further participation
in the Youth in Action
programme. Several activities were organized
to spread information
about the opportunities
the Youth in Action programme offers to young
Croatian citizens, with
a special focus on European Voluntary service. Awareness
rising animations were proposed in
both Italian and Croatian schools and
an information desk was held in the
city center of Umag.

For the first time, the LDA Verteneglio-Brtonigla decided to present its
passed and ongoing activities during
a public exhibition. LDA Verteneglio
Open Days took place on the 14th
and 15th of November, with a presentation of activities in the presence
of representatives of the Municipality
of Verteneglio (HR), the Municipality
of Groznjan (HR), the Municipality of
Monfalcone (IT), Region Istria (HR),
Region Friuli Venezia Giulia (IT) and
Region Istria (HR).

LDA Verteneglio

European Youth Week
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LDA partner meetings

LDA partner meetings
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The annual LDA Partner meetings in

2008, were held with the support of
EU Operational grant within the context of the debate on the European
Active Citizenship (DG Education and
Culture). LDA’s partners are the local
authorities and NGO-s actively involved in promoting practical initiatives
to consolidate democracy at local level in Western Balkan Countries and
Caucasus. Citizen participation at local level in the public debate on EU
integration and active citizenship for
building Europe from bottom-up has
become an increasingly important issue mobilizing local civil society and
local authorities in the region.

ALDA and its network of 12 Local
Democracy Agencies have taken up
the initiative to promote EU Active
Citizenship Programme in the region
through LDA partners’ meetings and
in this way effectively contribute to
getting both the local governments
and the citizens of local communities closer to EU integration process.
All the partner meetings held had a
common objective to reinforce their
role as an EU integration actor at local level, to strengthen and increase
their partnership networks in order to
achieve this goal and to ensure sustainability in the long run.

Three areas of LDA-s work and expertise are particularly relevant in this
respect:
• actions for better local governance
through international decentralised
cooperation programmes,
• improving the citizen participation
through a wide range of actions promoting intercultural understanding
and tolerance
• local development through empowerment of marginalised groups
and unemployed.
Since the LDA-s have been established
to meet the needs of different local
target groups including women, minority
communities and youth, together with their
partners a number of
collaborative projects
and solidarity actions
have been developed
to improve the local situation. Their general
objective in 2009 is to
further strengthen and
diversify the partnership networks in order
to support the local democratic potential for
EU integration.
LDA Partner meetings
were held during the past three months in Brussels (LDA Central Serbia,
LDA Subotica, LDA Montenegro), in
Monfalcone, Italy (LDA Georgia), in
Portogruaro, Italy (LDA Verteneglio),
in Trento, Italy (LDA Prijedor), in Cremona, Italy (LDA Zavidovici), in Vejle, Denmark (LDA Mostar), in Sisak,
Croatia (LDA Sisak), and in Osijek
(LDA Osijek). The first partner meeting for the newly established LDA Albania was held in Shkodra earlier in
September.
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LDA lead partners’ meeting – Paris, 12th
The

Le Maison de Jean Monnet

Annual seminar for LDA Lead
partners was held in Paris, Le Maison
de Jean Monnet, on 12th November.
Participants in the seminar were the
representatives of ALDA, lead partners for LDA-s in Croatia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Montenegro and Serbia. In this way, ALDA continue with
its efforts aimed at strengthening the
LDA’s partners network and their closer cooperation on a wide range of
issues relevant for LDA successful
functioning. Our main objective of
this years’ meeting, organised owing
to the EU operational grant scheme,
was to discuss and recommend practical measures for improving the sustainability of the LDA-s and explore
the possibilities for new partnership &
cooperation programmes.
A long-term committment of Lead
partner cities is one of the most important challenges to be met by most
of the LDA-s, since, as it was emphasized in the discussion, such a partnership can be shaped not only by

the local authorities on one and LDA-s
on the other side, but also as the expression of evolving needs expressed
by different actors involved in this cooperation. This includes civil society,
local/regional institutions or peopleto-people actions aimed at promotion
and exchange of good practice in local
democracy development.
Therefore, as reiterated in the meeting, the role of Lead partners is to
help facilitate this interaction paying
particular attention to incorporate all
the LDA partners in this process, while
the LDA-s should work on to ensure
adequate human resources, knowledge and skills to develop the most appropriate projects to the benefit of the
local communities involved. In practice, a wider framework of EU integration process has become the most
relevant for the local context and for
getting the partners closer in defining
the common priorities and develop
concrete actions to achieve them.

Partners meeting

November 2008

LDA Lead Partners are:
Mr. Dario Ghisletta, Bellinzona (CH) - LDA Verteneglio - Croatia
Ms. Eva Affolter Svenonius, Lausanne (CH) - LDA Osijek, Croatia
Comune Mogliano Veneto, LDA Sisak, Croatia
Mr. Bernardo Notarangelo, Region Puglia (I) - LDA Mostar, Bosnia and Herzegovina
Mr. Agostino Zanotti, Association LDA Zavidovici (I) - Bosnia and Herzegovina
Associazione Progetto Prijedor, LDA Prijedor Bosnia and Herzegovina
Mr. Roger Lawrence, Wolverhampton (UK) - LDA Subotica, Serbia
Bydgoczcz (Poland) - LDA central Serbia (ad interim)
Mr. Alessandro Perelli, Region Friuli Venezia Giulia (I) - LDA Montenegro
Mr. Massimo Ciullo, Brindisi (I) - LDA Albania
Mr. David Mayer, Bristol (UK) - LDA Georgia
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Welcome

Welcome to new members of ALDA !
Since June 2008 (and our last Newsletter), new organisations joined ALDA.

Municipality of Thiene (Italy)
Municipality of Schio (Italy)
Municipality of Sisak (Croatia)
Municipality of Skodra (Albania)

Association of municipalities

Romanian Association of Municipalities (Romania)
Standing Conference of Towns and Municipalities (Serbia)

NGOs

Federation of Youth Clubs of Armenia (Armenia)
Forum Algérien pour la citoyenneté et la modernité (Algeria)
Ukrainian Agency for Democracy and Local Self-Government (Ukraine)
Centre for Regional Policy Research and Cooperation “Studiorum” (Macedonia)
Public Movement Multinational (Georgia)
Garliava District Community Centre (Lithuania)
CIDEFE (France)

Individual

Mr. Danilo Crastolla, Italy
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Headquarter

Branch Office of Italy

Liaison Office in Brussels

Avenue de l’Europe

Viale Mazzini, 225

Rue de Confédérés, 47

67075 Strasbourg - France

36100 Vicenza - Italy

1000 Brussels - Belgium

Tel 0033 3 90 21 45 93

Tel 0039 0444 540 146

Tel 0032 (0) 17 42 01 61

Fax 0033 3 88 41 37 47

Fax 0039 0444 231 043

aldabrussels@aldaintranet.org

c/o Council of Europe, Office 1027

Director: Antonella Valmorbida
antonella.valmorbida@aldaintranet.org
Field Operations and European Affairs: Srdjan Cvijic
srdjan.cvijic@aldaintranet.org
External Relations Officer: Stefania Toriello
stefania.toriello@aldaintranet.org
Financial Officer: Barbara Elia
barbara.elia@aldaintranet.org
Programme Development Officer: Marco Boaria
marco.boaria@aldaintranet.org
Active Citizenship Officer: Camille Gangloff
camille.gangloff@aldaintranet.org

Contacts

Main Staff

Project Manager: Gregoire Fanniere
gregoire.fanniere@aldaintranet.org
Support Partnership Manager: Stanka Parak
stanka.parac@aldaintranet.org
Director’s Assistant: Chiara Strano
chiara.strano@aldaintranet.org

ALDA newsletter also available online
The ALDA newsletter is published three times per year and is also available
for download on our website www.alda-europe.eu
edited by renatopellizzaro@virgilio.it
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